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A BSTRAc r Students and {aculty often have different goals {br the fust
day ofclass. While teaching advice books recommmd acdvely engaging
students in the course from the start, students often'shop' for classes arrd
report being pdmarily concemed with gattredng practical information.
The aim of this aJticle is to introduce a rcciprccal interview activity that
attempts to achieve both goals by creating a dynamic convenation in
which the instructor inquires about the students' goals a:rd expectations
and, in turn, the students collectively interview the instructor about his
or her goals and expectations. Preliminary lindhgs indicate that students
evaiuate the activity favorably and feel more comfo able participaling in
class and more comfortable approaching the instructor about class-
related and non-class related issues after the activitl Addirional bene{its
ar-rd uses for both students and i:rsnuctors are discussed.
KlywoRDS: c loss qct iv i t i€s,  c lcssroom technjques, col lege
students,  m0t ivct ion techniques, teocher-student relat ionship

Understanding the impact of the first day
of college courses
Conventional teaching wisdom suggests that what happens on the first day
of a college class critically affects both student satisfaction with and per-
formance in the course. Common suggestions for successfully beginning a
college course include fostering instructor-student rapport (Lucas, 2006;
Royse, 2001), communlcating clear and concise expectations (Curzan and
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Damour, 2000; Davis, 1993), promoting important behaviors right lrom
the start (for example, discussion, writing; Nilson, 2003), conducting activ-
ities that involve a wide variety ofstudents (Provitera-McGlynn, 2001), and
sharing information about oneself (McKeachie and Svinicki, 2006). Some
experts go so far as to suggest involving students in the maklng of course
rules of conduct on the {irst day (DlClementi and Handelsman, 2005).
Although some recommendations for the flrst day may cater to specific dis-
clplines, the goals of most Iirst day activities incorporate one or more of the
following: establishing warm lnterpersonal relatlonships between instructor
and students, communicating clearly about key elements of the course,
promoting the behaviors the instructor desires ftom students during the
course, and generally actively involving students from the start.

There is litde empirical evidence, however, to suggest that an instructor
engaging in such activities durlng the {irst day ofclass achieves these desired
short-term results. In fact, some research evldence suggests that such activ-
ities may be in opposition to students' goals on the first day ofclass. Studies
examining college students'attitudes suggests that students do not gener-
ally believe that iirst class session has much impact (Hensiee et al., 2006)
and appear to be mainly concerned with course practicalities such as class
assignments, attendance policies, and class structure durlng the {irst
class session (Henslee et al., 2006; Perlman and McCann, 1999). Such
concerns suggest students may be'shopping'for classes, weighing the re-
lative costs ald benefits of a variety of courses, and therefore be more
interested in the pragmatlc terms of the obllgatlons articulated in the syl-
labus or by the insfuctor rather than building rapport or being activeiy
involved with their classmates (Wolcowitz, 1984). Consequently, the goals
of an instructor who tries to promote an effective learning experience on
the first day may be in direct competition with students'goals for that day.
In fact, an instructor who is interested in promoting good rapport and an
active participation on the first day may inadvertently frustrate students as
they may be more interested in getting a copy ofthe syllabus and leaving.

In this article, we present an activity that may resolve these seemingly
conflicting Iirsrday goals of the instructor and students. We adapted an
activity developed for the teaching of industrial./organizational psychology
designed to demonstrate effective communication between employers and
employees during an initial employment interview. The actl\.ity, a recipro-
cal interview between students and instructor, allows the instructor to
clearly and concisely communicate the course practicalities to students as an
employer would describe job duties and responsibilities to a new employee;
thus satlsfying students' concerns with course practicalities. It also provides
the opportunity for positive and dynamic interactions between the in-
structor and students. These interactions help establish rapport while
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actively inyolving students in the course (Harvey and Brown, 2000;
Osland et al., 2001) thus satisfying the instructor's goals of building rap-
port and involving students. Our experiences suggest this actiyity is a valu-
able way to actively engage a large number of students to learn about their
preferences, attitudes, and knowledge about the course. Our experiences
also suggest that it may have a number of different positive effects on our
students and classroom environment. Consequently, the purpose of this
article is to descrlbe the activity in detail and provide some initial evidence
regarding its effbcts on student perceptions and attitudes.

In this study, we examined two important research questions. First, given
the apparent conflict between the lirst-day goals ofinstructors and students,
we examined how students reacted to participating in the reciprocal inter-
view activity. We also assessed whether the activity was evaluated differently
by students who were experiencing the instructor for the Iirst time in the
classroom compared to students who had previous classroom experience
widl the instructor. Second, this study examined the immediate impact of
the reciprocal interview activity on students' comfort with interacting with
the instructor and their classmates. In particular, we were interested in the
degree to which participating in the activity promoted two of our main
goals for the first day: fostering positive attitudes about approaching the
instructor and promoting classroom participation. We also examined the
degree to which new students reacted more strongly to the activity com-
pared to students who had experienced the instructor previously

Method

Participants
Students in five different psychology courses (introductory, basic research
methods, personality, and two sections of statistics; w:103) in either a
regional state university or a liberal arts college participated in the activity
during the {irst week of class. Of the 80 female and 23 male participants, 52
were seniors, 42 juniors, 7 sophomores, and 2 were first year students. The
mean age of participants was 22.5 (SD = 5.7) with 89 per cent under 24
years, and 31 per cent reported having had a course with the instructor
before. Data from two participants who did not fully compiete the ques
tionnaires were dropped.

Procedure
lnteMiew activity
After a brief overview of the syllabus, students formed small groups of
5 or 6 and were given approximately 10-15 minutes to discuss several
course related issues based on a handout provided by the rnsuuctor
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(see Appendix), The instructor and the handout explained that the discus-
sion was preparation for an interview by the instructor, The groups dis-
cussed a wide range of topics such as: their own expectations, goals, and
experiences related to the course; suggestions for classroom norms; and
instructor behaviors that could help them achieve their goals. After the
discussion, each group selected a representative to field the instructor's
questions and represent the group's thoughts on the previously discussed
topics.The instructor emphaslzed that the representative's job was to convey
the group's views rather than their own views. After these discussions,
the instructor interviewed the representatives from all the groups in the
presence of all of the members of the class. Typically, only group represen-
tatives responded to questions, but occasionally other class members were
allowed to respond when the instructor deemed that additional inpur was
needed. Instructors conveyed they were Iistening carefuily by taking notes
of student responses (on a blackboard or notebook) and by asking clarify-
ing questions. The instructors made an effort strike a balance between
responding lmmediately to student concerns that arose dudng the interview
and simply listening and taking notes.

After the instructor compieted the interview of the students, the groups
were instructed to elect a new representative. This representative would
interview the instructor on the groups' behall The groups had approxi -
mately 5 10 minutes to agree on several questions they would like to ask
the instructor. Students used the handout and the previous instructor inter-
view to guide their selection of questions to ask the instructor The in-
structor indicated that drey were free to ask any question as long as it was
related to the course in some way. Afterward, the group representatives
took turns asking the instructor questions. Instructors made an effort to
answer the questions thoughtfully and sincerely and to promise to return
to issues or questions for which they either did not have an answer or were
not prepared to discuss at that point, instructors also used the student ques-
tions as an opportunity to raise important course issues that may not have
been addressed up to this point, Iike the challenging aspects of the course
or the ways students could get assistance.

Prior to conducting the activity, students completed a questionnaire
that included demographic measures, including gender, age, class stand-
ing, and whether the instructor was new to them, and measures assessing
their level of comfort with approaching the instructor ard participating
in class activities. Immediately after the activity, students rated their com-
fort on the same items again and evaluated the activity on several dimen-
sions. The anonymity of all responses was emphasized during each data
collection, and individual participants' responses were matched via an
anonymous code.
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Measures
Measures of comfoft
Two dlfferent dimensions of student comfort with approaching the
instructor were assessed immediately be{bre and after the activity: comfort
with approaching the instructor about class-related matters and comfort
with approaching the instructor about general advising. Students rated
their comfort with approaching the instructor on class-related matters
on three items: 'talking with the professor about assignments', 'talklng

with the professor during of{ice hours', and'emailing the professor with
questions' (o:0.82). Comfort with seeking general advising was also
measured with three items. Students rated the degree to which they felt
comfortable'discussing non-class academic issues','discussing non-class
personal issues', and 'seeking advice' with the instructor (cr:0.82).
Student com{brt with c}ass participation was also assessed. Students indi
cated the degree to which they {blt comfortable 'participating in group activ-
ities during class' and'sharing ideas and opinions during class' (a = 0.7 0).
All comfort items were measured using a s-point scale with the lbllowing
arrchors ( l  = 'not  at  a l l :  2 - 's l lghr errenr ' ;  3 'some exrent:4 'grear

extent'; 5 : a very great extent ).

Evaluation of activity
After the activity, participants completed items assessing the degree to
which they thought the activity was worthwhile and their beliefs about its
elTects. Participants indicated their level of agreement on two items:'Would
you recommend other professors do this activity at the beginfling of the
term?' and'Did this activity seem to be a waste of time?' Students reported
their beliefs about the activity's effects on their attitudes on four separate
items. Students rated the degree to which they believed the acti\.ity helped
them: 'to understand what was expected of them in class','to work hard to
do well in the class','to become more comfortable participating in class'.
and'to share concerns with the professor'. A1l items were measured using
d 5 point  scale ni th rhe lo l lowing anchor\  ( i - 'nol  d l  a l l ' ;  2- 's l ighr
extent ' :  i  - 'some cxlenl  :  4 -  '8real  extenl ' ;  5- 'd verygreat extent ) .

Results
The instructors were able to complete the activity wlthin the time frame
suggested in the appendix (that is, 45-60 minutes). They did, however,
notice that the instructors' interview ofthe students often took up the most
time because the student groups often had many different responses to the
questions and these responses would often prompt clarilication questions
and substantial responses from the instructors. The time frames in the
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appendix are suggestions and each instructor should adlust them accord-
ing to thelr preferences and purposes.

Measures of comfort
We assessed changes in students' levels of comfort in approaching the
instructor and participating in class by comparing ratings made before and
alter the activity. We also compared differences in comfort between those
students who had taken a previous course from the instructor and those tak-
ing a course from the instructor for the iirst time. Finally, we examlned
whether changes in comlort after the activity differed between those who
had the instructor before and those who had not (that is, an interaction
between the rwo variables). A mixed 2 (time of measurement) X 2 (experi-
ence with insfiuctor) repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted
to make the comparlsons. Analyses indicated that participants felt more
comfortable on all dimensions after the actiyity (see Table 1). Specifically,
students lblt more comfortable approaching the instructor about class-
related issues af ter  the act iv i ty (M:4.31) than before (M:4.06;
F( l ,99):19.2,  p<0.001; l -0.36).  L ikewise, students le l t  more com-
{brtable approaching the instructor about general advlsing lssues after the
act iv i ty (M:3.46) than before (M:3.21; F(1,99):9.8,  p<0.01;
d:0.28).In addition, students felt more comfortable participating in class
act iv i t ies af ter  the act iv i ty (M -  3.86) than before (M:3.54;
I(1,99):20. i ,  p<0.001; { :0.43).  Thus, we observed medium-sized
effects on those items most directlv related to the activity and a small e{Tect
on the advising item, which was less directly related. There were no signif-
icant diflerences for whether students had the instructor belbre (p < 0.20)
and the changes observed did not difler between the two groups; in other
words, no interactions between these two variables (p < 0.40).

Evaluation of activity
Analysis of student evaluations of the activity revealed a positive response
overall and beliefs that were consistent with the changes we observed (see
Table 1). Over 80 per cent indicated rhat they would recommend the activ-
ity to other professors to'a great extent'or'a very great extent' (M : 4.08,
SD - 0.94). Likewise, Iess than 4 per cent of students indicated that they
considered it to be a waste of time to a 'great extent' or more (M : 1.47,
SD : 0.86). Students also reported that the activity had positive effects on
their attitudes. They also reported that it helped them to understand what
was expected of them in class (M - 4.20, SD: 0.69) and that it motivated
them to work hard to do wel l  in the course (M:4.28, SD: 0.82). In addi-
tion, they felt that the activity helped them to be more comfortable shar-
ing their  concerns wi th the instructor (M: a.15, SD:0.81) and
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Iable, Siudents'mean ratings of comfort with approaching the
instructor and class participation betore and after the reciprocal
interview activity

Comfoft with
instructor
interaction

Comfoft with Comfoft with
instructor class
as advisor participation

so M

Betore activity 4.06
After activity 4.31

F
Cohen's d

0.72
0.69

0.36

3.21
3.46

0.87
0.89

9.8*
0.28

3.54 0.76
3.86 0.72

20.1"'
0.43

N= 101: 'p < 0.05: 'p-  0 01, *?<0.001

participating in class (M:4.07, SD:0,81). Independent samples t tests
indicated no difference in the eva.luation on any of these dimensions
between those students who had the instructor before and those who had
not (p < 0.3 5).

Discussion
The current findings are consistent with the idea that this activity promotes
positive attitudes about approaching the instructor and class participation.
This may be unsurprising given that the activity models these kinds of
behaviors by not only creating an opportunity for students to ask the
instructor honest questions about the course in a safe environment and get
thoughtful responses, but also by creatinS opportunities for all students to
easily participate in group discussions, Conversely, it is somewhat surpris-
ing that such an activity could move students' attitudes on these dimen-
sions so decisively in the span of one class period. Moreover, it is equally
surprising that these attitude shifts would be equivalent for students who
were familiar with the instuctor compared to those students who were
not. It is equally interesting that this positive attitude shift appeared to
generalize to approaching the instructor about issues not specifically
related to the course (for example, advising). It may be that instructors who
are willing to place themselves in the unusual and somewhat vulnerable
position of being interviewed in front of the class may come across as
particularly approachable in general,

Students also responded very favorably to the activity. They strongly
recommended the activity to other faculty and clearly indicated that they
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believed it was a good use of class time. Moreover, they believed that it
helped to create a more comfortable learning environment and, perhaps most
importantly from their perspective, it helped them to understand what was
expected of them in the particular course. This activiry may, in fact, be a
particularly effective way to engage students at the beginning of a college
course. The activity serves to directly address students' primary concerns
about course expectations and requirements, as well as providing them a
good opportunity to size up the instructor in an environment that pro-
motes the interaction and positive rapport with which many instructors
hope to start their courses.

We believe this activity may foster other positive classroom dynamics as
well. First, the activity seems to prompt students to think about the course
in a relatively deep way right from the outset. For example, students are
prompted to consider their goals lbr the course beyond simply getting a
good grade. Second, the activity also promotes communication and inter-
action b€twe€n students. This lnteraction provides the opportunity to begin
forming relationships with their peers early in the course. These budding
peer-peer relationships may serve to promote greater levels of commit-
ment to and participation in the course. Third, the activity also provides a
unique opportunity for students to learn about other students' concerns
and perspectives in a relatively non-threatening forum. This may be partic-
ularly beneficial in courses that have a reputation for being particularly dif-
ficult, anxiety provoking, or burdensome. Finally, the activity may also
serve to reduce classroom incivilities as it promotes many of the behaviors
that are associated with fewer problemadc interactions (Boice, 1996).

As instructors, we have also benefited from this activity beyond the pos-
itive effects we have observed in our students. First, conducting the activity
provided us a valuable opportunity to better understand our students' per-
spective about college and our courses. Conducting the activity ltas
also aflcrded us a welcome chance to restructure the student-unrrucror
roles in a way that promotes more effective feedback and dialogue over the
course of the term. Consequently, we beiieve our courses have evolved and
improved in a myriad of ways that address student concerns and perspectives
at a much faster rate than would have been possible without the utilizing the
activity. Additionally, utilizing the activity has forced us to carefully consider
the rationale for the format, assignments, and goals of our courses. We find
the prospect of being intertiewed by our students energizing and value the
opportunity to speak about our incentions and goals at the beginning of our
courses with a classroom audience that is particularly receptive.

It is important to note that this activity can be easily changed and
adapted to serve any instructors' goals. The discussion prompts can be
modilied and./or reordered to address any issues that an instructor wants
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to address during the lirst day (see Appendix). While our prompts are pur-
posefully student-centered, an instructor could include items that were
oriented more toward the content of the course (for exampie,'What types
of things do you expect to do in this course?'), fostering particular class
dynamics (for example, 'How do you think your gender,/economic/cul-
tr:ral background will influence your perspective in thls course?'), or any
other issue they deem relevant. Instructors who do not wish to appear
overly'warm andftzzy'can use the activity to emphasize the challenging
aspects of their courses and to communicate clear expectations about the
nature of the work and effort reouired. Likewise. tl're items we include to
prompt students to reflect on their goals and how the course is related to
them could be eliminated to shorten students' discussion or replaced with
prompts to consider methods of evaluation, writing requirements, or any
other aspect of the course. The srudent-led interviews could also be con-
ducted Iirst if an instructor wanted to emphasize and promote student
inquiry about course specifics at the outset.

It is important to keep in mind that the current study does not clearly
demonstrate which specific aspects of the class session lead to changes in

Iable 2 Attitudes toward and beliefs about the reciprocal interview activity
as a function of whether students had taken a previous course with the
instructor

Item Previaus course with Total
instructor?

YES (n :32) NO (n = 69)

SD SDMSDM

Evaluation
of activity

Beliefs about
activity's effects

0.93 4.08 0.94

o.77 't.47 0.86

0.69 4.20 0.69

0.86 4.28 0.82

Should be used 4.01 0.95 4.19
by other taculty

ls a waste of  t ime 1.59 1.O4 1.42

Helps to understand 4.28 0.63 4.20
expectations

Motivates lo work 4.4O O.71 4.25
naro

Helps to share
concerns
w/instructor

Promotes participation 4.19 O.74 4.04 0.81 4.07 0.81
in class

4.25 0.62 4.09 0.89 4.15 0.81

There were no statistically significant differences between the groups on any measure
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student attitudes. While the activity seems a likely cause, it could be
that simply spending a class session with tlte instructor or the instructors'
personality was the primary causes of attitude change. These explanations,
however, seem less plausible for two reasons: first, the activity represents a
fairly sharp departure from a typical class session, one ln which students
spend a relatlvely small amount of time listening to the instructor; and sec-
ond, the observed effects on students' comfort were the same for students
who had already had the instructor for a previous course compared to stu-
dents taklng the instructor for the first time. This result suggests that the
increases in comfort were not due to simply gerting to know the in-
structor's personality or teaching style but rather something about the class
session. Further research utilizing a full experimental design is needed to
determine which aspects of the activity or class session are responsible
for shifts in students' levels of comfort. in addition, it is unclear whether
the observed effects were the result of the exchange of information in the
interviews or the high degree of interaction between the students ard
between the students and the instructor. While the activity is specifically
designed to incorporate both of these elements, it may be that engaging in
open dialogue of this nature on any issue is suflicient to increase students'
comfort in approaching the instructor and participating in class.
Regardless, this activlty appears to be able to accomplish both at the same
time in a way that is satisfying to both students and the lnstructor.

Additional research should also be conducted to determine if the impact
of the activity is affected by either the demographic characteristics of the
students or the type of course in which students are enrolled (for example,
psychology vs. computer science). The activity appeared effective in our
sample. Our sample, however, consisted of predominantly Caucasian
females on predominantly Caucasian campuses. It may be that students
with more diverse backgrounds may be more or less receptive to the activ-
ity, Likewise, the activity may be more or less useful in courses in which
dialogue and classroom interaction is not expected. Anecdotal evidence
from colleagues who have used the activiry in disciplines as diverse as biol-
ogy, math, and art suggests that the actir.ity has value in rhose disciplines
as well.The activity, however, will likely need to be modified to address the
important issues in specilic courses,

Similarly, male and female instructors may experience varying degrees
of success with the activity In this study, both instructors were male and
may have benefited from violating negative authoritarian stereotypes typic-
ally associated with male instructors. Conversely, students may expect more
openness, dialogue and other types of'nurturing behavior' from female
instructors. These differing expectations could lead to a more positive or
negative response from students depending on whether their expectations
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are being fulfil led or violated (Bachen et al., 1999). Anecdotal evidence
from female colleagues who have used the activity suggests positive out-
comes for them, but additional evidence should be collected to determine
the ways in which the activity may be more or less effective for maie and
female instructors.

Finally, other important short- and long-term classroom outcomes that
may be allected by the activity should be examined.The short-term outcomes
examined in the current study were Limited to student attitudes and percep-
tlons. As previously suggested, however, a variety of different processes may
be influenced by this kind of activiry For example, students reported that the
activity made them want to work hard to succeed in the class. It is unclear,
however, the degree to which these desires were short iived and whether they
had any impact on their behavior and performance in the course. Addirionally,
the degree to which the instructor portrays the course in a realistic light and
lives up to the explicit and implicit promlses made during the interview is
likely to have a strong impact on long term outcomes such as student engage-
ment and satisfaction later in the term.The literature in industrial and organi-
zational psychology suggests that these types of expectation violatlons can
lead to dissatisfaction, disengagement, and dissolution of working relation-
ships and these relationships may apply to the college classroom as well
(Rousseau, 1995). Further research examining both short- and long-term
outcomes of conducting the activity is needed.

In conclusion, we have found a reciprocal interview between students
and instructor to have a positive impact on students' attitudes toward the
instructor and the course and to be a valuable way to learn about our stu-
dents and their perceptions of our courses. Additionally, this activity may
be a particularly useful way to approach the beginning of a course, as it
appears to be a means of reconciling the {irst-day needs and goals of both
student and lnstructor. We view both the technique and evidence we pres-
ent as a promising {irst step in the development of more effective begin-
nings to college courses. We hope that future iterations of and research on
this activity, and others like it, will re{ine and enhance our understanding
of how to begin a college course effectively.
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Appendix: lnteruiew Discussion Topics and
Guidelines
Instructor-led interview discussion topics (10-15-min.
discussion; 1 S2O-min. interview)
1. What are your goals for this course? To learn new skills?To become bet-

ter educated?To learn the subject matter?To fulfill a requirement?To get
a good grade? To apply your Iearning to other aspects of your life?
Something else?

2. How can the instructor best help you achieve your goals? Lectures,
exams, discussions, practice, oflice hours (think back to excellent pro-
fessors/courses you've experienced) ?

3. What, if anything, have you heard about this textbook and/or course
from others?

4. What reservations, if any, do you have about this course?
5. What is the best think that could happen in this course? What is the

worst thing?
5. What resources do you bring to this course (e.g. prior experience, prior

courses) ?
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7 . What norms of behavior or ground ru.les should we set up to ensure that the
course is successful (e.g, mutual respect, question asking, punctualiry etc,) ?

Student-led inten iew discussion topics (5-10-min.
discussion; 1 s-minute interuiew)

1. The instructor's objectives for this course what does he or she hope
tn : r rnrnnl i  ch r

Z. The insructor's theory of learning (i.e. how do people learn?).
3. The instructor's approach to evaluating student's learning ir the course.
4. The instructor's expectations of you.
5. The instructor's role in the course.
6. Anything else that may be important to you (e.g. aspects ofthe syllabus,

assignments, text, exams, etc.).

Biographical notes
ANTHoNy D. HIRMANN is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Psychology at
Bndley Unive$ity where he teaches courses related to social psychology, personality
psychology and research methods. Dr Herma:rn's research intercsts hclude the
relationship between individual diflercnces in sellevaluation ard social behavior, cu.lture
and the self, and methods for promoting active learning in the college dassoom.

Addras: Departrnent of Psychology, Bradley Unive$ity, l50l W Bndley Ave., Peoria,
IL 6162 5, USA. [email: ahermann@bradleyedu]

DAVrD A. FosTER is an Associate Professor in the Department ofPsychology at
Western Oregon University where he teaches various classes relating to
industrial/organizational psychology. Dr Foster's research interests include group
decision making, psychological contracts, and leadership.

,4ddress: Division of Psychology, Western Oregon University, Monmouth, OR 97361,
USA. [email: fosterd@wou.edu]
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